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Dear Friends and Family,

Where do we even start?!? These past many months have been unpredictable, chaotic,
uncertain,

overwhelming,

heartbreaking

and

full

of

constant

change,

upheaval

and

disappointment.
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POLITICAL UNREST IN BOLIVIA

Elections were held in Bolivia last October. There are a lot of political details that we won’t
get into but it threw the whole country into weeks of strikes, blockades, violence and
tension. There were blockades on almost every block all over the city, you couldn’t drive
anywhere and schools and businesses were closed. We weren’t close to the violence and
felt safe through most of it but it definitely brought with it many feelings of uneasiness,
stress and apprehension as to what may happen. There was a lot of division among the
people but we were also blessed to see some amazing examples of unity being formed
within communities. Neighborhoods would meet to pray for Bolivia, cook and eat together
and help families that were struggling because they couldn’t work during those weeks to
provide for their families.

PANDEMIC
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The Coronavirus pandemic hasn’t left any part of the world untouched,
including Bolivia. Schools were shut down on March 12th, sending us
into virtual classes with Cecilia and Lily and we entered into a full
quarantine on March 22nd. The restrictions were very rigid because of
the inadequate medical system. Everyone was required to stay in their
homes, except for one morning a week when adults were allowed out,
based on the number of their Bolivian ID cards, to buy supplies. Kids
were not allowed out at all and even on your approved morning you
were not allowed to drive nor was there public transportation available.
In Santa Cruz we completed 106 days of full quarantine with very little
change

in

the

rules

the

entire

time.

They

started

loosening

some

restrictions on July 6th but the policies change often and it is hard to
know how long the easing of rules will last.
Political Rally in Santa Cruz

Even with the strict policies in place, the cases have increased quickly
and the medical system has collapsed People are turned away from
clinics because there is no room, many have died in the street, the
medical staff are contracting the virus and they are having to close
hospitals, the lab is flooded with tests and weeks behind in processing
and doctors are left to decide who will receive the limited medical
resources they have available. In addition to all of this, much of the
country lives day-to-day, needing their daily income to buy food for the
next. These weeks of shutdown have left families without money and
food to support themselves. Countless people are struggling and have
felt very hopeless in the midst of it all. We have grieved along with
Bolivia and our hearts are broken as we see the pain all around us.

A Blockade during the
Civil Unrest

DEPUTATION PLANS
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Another huge part of the pandemic that affected us greatly was its
impact on our deputation plans. We had tickets to leave Bolivia on April
16th and be in the US through August, traveling to see many of you.
Even though we held out for many weeks, we eventually had to accept
that with the borders being closed here and the array of restrictions
both in Bolivia and the US, it was going to be impossible to carry-on
with our original plans. The weeks were filled with so much uncertainty,
stress, impossible decisions and above all a tremendous amount of
disappointment. As I look back over my calendar since October, instead
of being full of family and ministry activities it is covered in X’s with
each “X” representing something that had been carefully planned and
held
Mobile Markets

with

it

a

lot

of

excitement

and

anticipation.

Each

“X”

also

represents the loss, grief and sadness we feel over those cancelled
plans and the lack of understanding we have about what has gone on
in Bolivia and the world during this time.

I am sure that many of you can identify with some of those same
emotions and struggles we have described in the paragraphs above.
We are each experiencing them in different ways and different contexts
but the feelings are the same. Life has been turned upside down from
how we previously knew it in the circles where each of us live and
function.

We

ache

as

we

watch

the

pain,

sickness,

injustice

and

suffering in our own lives as well as that of our neighbors and cities. It is
heavy to carry these circumstances with us each day and is normal to
wonder where God is in all of it. Truly the

only answer we have come

up with during these times is – Lean into Jesus – no matter if you’re
rejoicing in a blessing, crying in the midst of pain, yelling in anger over
Pastor Baldir Giving out
Bags of Food

what you have had to endure or wrestling with Him over the hard
questions we hold in the depths of our hearts – Lean into Jesus.
the only solution we have in this broken world.

He is

TUTORING CENTERS
AND MINISTRY
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In the midst of all of this unpredictable chaos ministry looked very
different.

The

Bolivian

school

year

goes

from

February

to

November and we were able to open all three tutoring centers
with the help of an incredible team of people from the East
Central Conference. We went into schools to announce, had our
special registration day activity and each location got off to a
great start. Because we had extra hands this year, a couple of the
team members were able to pray with each student as they came
to registration which was a tremendous blessing as we committed
them and this school year to the Lord. Sadly, the centers only
completed about three weeks of classes before the pandemic
started and we had to close them. It is a struggle with lack of
technology and Internet to keep in touch with the students but all

Announcing Tutoring Center

of the directors are doing their best to reach out to those they

Opening at Local School

can that live close.

It was extremely frustrating to not have access to those we love and minister with from the centers
and our Bolivian Evangelical Churches. We felt pretty helpless with the driving restrictions and so had
to get creative in ways to provide resources and needed supplies. Thankfully, God opened up some
doors to pass funds to the center directors and church pastors to help provide for needs in their
communities. They have handed out bags of food, delivered meals to families and hosted community
meals from the church. It has been an encouragement to see how so many, even those who are
struggling themselves, give and share what they can to help someone else.

OUR CURRENT PLANS…
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The Lord has walked with us through some really hard times not
only in these past months, but also in the past several years of
ministry. There isn’t enough space here to tell you each story but
we have experienced some deep hurts and grief, betrayal, lies,
cruel words, an ugly church split and a great amount of stress in
many

different

situations.

We

are

so

grateful

for

the

Lord’s

sustaining grace through those times but cannot deny that they
left behind some deep scars, an unhealthy balance in our family
and

ministry

life

and

many

issues

that

we

have

yet

to

work

through. We had planned for a couple of weeks of rest and
renewal back in May when we were supposed to be in the US but
in these past few months, since that trip was cancelled, we have
seen the Lord open doors and confirm in our hearts that He is
asking

us

to

trust

Him

through

a

longer

period

of

rest

and

counseling.

We found out a few weeks ago that schools in Bolivia will not be returning to in-person classes for the
rest of the year. This impacts our girls schooling and means the tutoring centers will need to remain
closed for the remainder of the year as well, despite our many attempts to figure out some way for
the centers to serve kids during the pandemic. This information was the first of many open doors
leading us to return to the US for the next several months. Our mission leaders had been praying
through their concerns over the health and political crises here and were feeling led to bring us to
the US during this time, we were able to get tickets on a repatriation flight, we found ways to
continue to supply for needs in Bolivia during this hard time, a van became available for us to use in
the US and there was an opening at a counseling program for missionaries in September. Plans
started to come together quickly and even though it meant working through a lot of details and
good-byes in a short amount of time we could see God’s hand at work, giving confirmation each step
of the way.

We arrived in the US on July 22nd and at this point are planning to be here until January. We have set
up a plan with our mission leaders, at their direction, for the first part of this time to be focused on rest,
renewal and counseling followed by a period of part-time deputation to raise the support needed to
return to Bolivia. Just as we saw God’s grace throughout the hard seasons we can also see His grace
now as He gives us time and opportunity to heal before we hit a crisis point in faith, family and ministry.
Even though it causes some apprehension for the hard steps we will need to take and has been difficult
to leave a country and people we love for a time, we are praying that God uses it all for His glory. We
are excited for the future that He will provide for us in Bolivia as we obey in this step.

SUPPORT NEEDED
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As this is our year for deputation we will need to raise some new support and shares during these
months. The mission staff and leaders are planning to help us jumpstart our support raising process
during our time of rest and renewal. If you would be interested in hosting us and promoting the ministry
of

the

tutoring

centers

virtually

through

the

use

of

videos,

please

contact

the

office

at office@ecmissions.org.

We will also be in touch as we work on scheduling some virtual services and activities for later on in the
year. All of us have had to restructure how we do things during this time; how we work, how we do
church and see relatives; and deputation is no different. We are excited to try some new ways to
connect even from far away.
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THANK YOU!

We are so grateful for each of you. You and your love, support and prayers hold us up during these
times. Thank you for reaching out, checking on us and carrying our concerns. We have held you in our
prayers as well as you endure your own struggles and uncertainty in this time. Keep leaning into Jesus.

Love,

Bryan, Molly,
Cecilia, Lily and Adie

Praying for Tutoring Center
Students at Registration

100th Day of Quarantine!!!

Registration Day at New
Hope Tutoring Center
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